
 

01Games 
The game starts with players at 301 points. Straight start or any in begins the game. A 
game ends when a player reaches zero exactly by finishing on a double. One, two or 
three darts constitutes one turn. The total score of each turn is subtracted from the total 
score. Exceeding a zero score (busting) ends the turn and requires the player go back 
to the score he or she had in the turn prior to busting. A bust counts as a full turn (three 
darts thrown). DOUBLE OUT AND BULLSEYES ARE SPLIT. 

CRICKET 
The object of the game is to score three “marks” in each of the numbers 15 through 20 
and the bull’s-eye. On an open number a triple scores three marks, a double scores two 
marks and a single scores one. Additional marks on a closed number will score points if 
the opponent is still open on that number. The first team to close all numbers, the 
bullseye, and have the highest score wins. 

League Equipment & Set-up 

STEEL-TIP DARTS 
Any and all electronic darts devices and/or equipment used for sanctioned ADA 
activities must be approved by the ADA. (WHICH are NOT YET, Just FYI) 

ADA competition, including tournaments, shall be on standard bristle-type dartboards. 

Dartboards shall be placed 5-feet 8-inches from the floor to the center of the bull’s-eye, 
with the number 20 centered at the top of the board over the wedge of the darkest color. 

No single dart shall exceed 50 grams (barrel only). Use SMOOTH steel tips to help 
make the boards last longer. 

The minimum throwing distance shall be 7-feet 9 1/4 inches from the surface of the 
board to the front of the line, placed parallel to the board and at least 24-inches in 
length. The maximum throwing distance is 8-feet. 

Please help remind the bar owners to rotate the boards to help them last longer.  

 

 

 



 

STEEL-TIP SCORE KEEPING  

12 Games of 301 and 1 game of Cricket should be on your score sheets or app. Keep 
track on Paper and with both captains Signatures approving the score send to 920-422-
1612. Dart Connect App on your phone to keep score and at the end of the night send a 
screen shot of the results to 920-422-1612. 

.  

$15.00 the first night to cover all dues to ADI and Prize Money and Bar Owner. $12.00 every 

night after that $10 to Prize money and $2 to Bar Owner for Up keep of the boards.  

Any questions or concerns call Kelly 920-422-1612 or if not urgent email ktank@adigames.com 

 


